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What do students at
Behrend do for
entertainment?
"I go and play video games in the Reed Building arcade."

Tom Pheasant
First semester

Electrical Engineering

"Go out with your friends and be loud and obnoxious at the
Behrend orEastway movie theaters."

Karen Major
Fifth semester

Accounting

"Basically most of us do a lot of drinking."

Mark Sigmund
Fifth semester

MIS

"In my spare time I do a lot of work with the theory 18
credits/classes=beer."

Gary Lemanski
Eighth semester

Math and Computer Science

"There isn't any good entertainment on campus so my friends and I
go off campus for fun."

Gisele Kalonzo
First semester

Political Science

The Collegian

From the hi
Behrend sidewalks. . .

the best anywhere
There's something neat about Behrend. Something

that you don't realize until you're away from it for awhile.
Now that I have entered my senior year, I am starting

to see that light at the end ofthe tunnel. It's the light that
says, "You're almost done with school, and you better
start looking for a job."

So the other week, I packed my briefcase full of
resumes, donned my good suit, and went to University
Park for a Job Fair. I looked at a lot of companies, shook
a lot of hands, and picked up a lot of brochures, but
nothing really interested me, so I decided to take a walk
and get somethingto eat.

As I walked through the campus and passed countless
people on the sidewalk, I noticed something odd.
Nobody was offering pleasant "hellos" or the quick "how
ya' doing" to anybody. Everyone had this enormous
interest in the sidewalk. Nobody wanted to look up, they
just stared down as they walked.

I tried to figure out what was so interesting about the
sidewalk, thinking that possibly there was money on the
ground, but to me it looked just like all of the other
sidewalks that I have walked on, except the ones here at
Behrend.

The thing that is neat about Behrend is something that a
friend of mine once described as "sidewalk etiquette."

When you walk down the sidewalks at Behrend and
you give a passersby a "hello" or a "how ya' doing," you
can be guaranteed that you will receive a friendly
response. And more than likely, you have just made a
new friend.

And I like that.

Sports Editor Greg
Geibel is a seventh
semester communication
major. He has been a
memberof The
Collegian since lastfall
and knows entirely too

much aboutthe movie
Spinal Tap.
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'VIDEO USAF(U7;Scti tCa-tietistSl

yea Tidet mows!
ENT ALL THE LAUGHTER! Come See Us At VIDEO USA

We Offer You...
• SELECTION

• PERSONAL SERVICE
• LOW PRICES

• DAILY SPECIALS
• A LARGE SELECTIION OF
FOREIGN FILMS and more!

"A Very Engaging Comedy!"
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7 STUDENT SPECIAL! , 1
I I
I I50 Off 1

1
ANY MOVIE RENTAL I

STUDENT ID Ka iiNEU. Wedmastisyx En:limed. With coupon only

Exg:s 11/30/91
....

EVERY WEDNESDAY
Every Movie Nintendo
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A MALL 7". NEW MEMBERS!

21ell
MOVIE RENTALS (

With coupon only. Cannot be combined with any other offert.pireu I 1/30:1 •

A Hilarious Adventure In Marriage,
Infidelity And Bargain Shopping,
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1 =Fla"SgY ",:%:=ll` 4474 Buffalo Rd • 899-5225
(Giant Eagle Plaza Shp. Ctr.)

OPEN 7 DAYS 12-9PM(3000croocr) 00000 vvv
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